
CHAPTER 32 AP WORLD HISTORY OUTLINE ESSAY

Latin America: Revolution and Reaction. into the 21st Century. Chapter Summary : The fact that Latin America
separated from its colonizers very early in world.

The Developing Nations 1. In the post-World War II years transnational corporations with multinational
ownership and management became increasingly powerful and were able to escape the controls imposed by
national governments by shifting or threatening to shift production from one country to another. The Japanese
model of close cooperation between government and industry was imitated by a small number of Asian states,
most notably by South Korea, in which four giant corporations led the way in developing heavy industries and
consumer industries. Since global economic productivity has created unprecedented levels of material
abundance. As a result, in the s, the militaries of Latin American countries took down socialist revolutionary
governments with support of the United States and imposed bureaucratic authoritarian governments, which
emphasized nationalism, improving industrialization and reducing inflation, but increasing inequality within
the social structure. The oil-exporting nations such as Mexico faced crises because they had borrowed heavily
when oil prices were high and rising in the s, but found themselves unable to keep up with their debt payments
when the price of oil fell in the s. The United States supported Iran at first, but then in tilted toward Iraq. In the
developed industrial nations of Western Europe and Japan at the beginning of the twenty-first century, higher
levels of female education and employment, the material values of consumer culture, and access to
contraception and abortion have combined to produce low fertility levels. Immigrant communities in Europe
and the United States are made up of young adults and tend to have fertility rates higher than the rates of the
host populations. The militaries believed that they were best equipped to solve their nations problems, even if
it meant to sacrifice the democratic process. In the long run this will lead to increases in the Muslim
population in Europe and in the Asian and Latin American populations in the United States, and to cultural
conflicts over the definitions of citizenship and nationality. Conserving and Sharing Resources 1. In El
Salvador the Farabundo Marti National Liberation Front FMLN fought guerrilla war against the military
regime until declining popular support in the s led the rebels to negotiate an end to the armed conflict and
transform themselves into a political party. The population of Europe almost doubled between and , and while
some Europeans saw this as a blessing, Thomas Malthus argued that unchecked population growth would
outstrip food production. Transnational corporations became the primary agents of these technological
changes. The New Democratic Trends The militaries of the Latin American countries started to return
government to the civilians after they realized that their solutions were no more destined than those of civilian
governments. Unequal Development and the Movement of Peoples I. Failure of social and economic
development sometimes led to radical revolutionary options, which were successful at first, but fear of moving
too far left towards the political spectrum led to subsequent governments being more interested in maintaining
order. The developed nations face aging populations and will have to rely on immigration or increased use of
technology including robots in order to maintain industrial and agricultural production at levels sufficient to
support their relatively high standards of living and their generous social welfare programs. Wu Ti established
examinations for his bureaucrats that included literature and law 4. After Colonel Jacobo Arbenz was elected,
a more radical nationalist government was put in place. Environmental degradation was a problem in both the
developed and developing countries; it was especially severe in the former Soviet Union. By the end of the s
oil-importing nations like Brazil were in economic trouble because they had borrowed heavily to pay the high
oil prices engineered by OPEC. Despite reverses in Brazil, Chile, and Argentina, revolutionary movements
persisted elsewhere.


